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ABSTRACT
The past year has seen a steep rise in generative AI systems that claim to be open. But how open are they really? The question of what counts as open source in generative AI is poised to take on particular importance in light of the upcoming EU AI Act that regulates open source systems differently, creating an urgent need for practical openness assessment. Here we use an evidence-based framework that distinguishes 14 dimensions of openness, from training datasets to scientific and technical documentation and from licensing to access methods. Surveying over 45 generative AI systems (both text and text-to-image), we find that while the term open source is widely used, many models are ‘open weight’ at best and many providers seek to evade scientific, legal and regulatory scrutiny by withholding information on training and fine-tuning data. We argue that openness in generative AI is necessarily composite (consisting of multiple elements) and gradient (coming in degrees), and point out the risk of relying on single features like access or licensing to declare models open or not. Evidence-based openness assessment can help foster a generative AI landscape in which models can be effectively regulated, model providers can be held accountable, scientists can scrutinise generative AI, and end users can make informed decisions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open generative AI systems are on the rise, with small players and academic initiatives leading the way in open innovation and scientific documentation [20, 32, 61] and several larger corporations joining the fray by releasing models billed as ‘open’. But there are three critical challenges to openness in the domain of generative AI systems. The first is that openness is not a binary feature: today’s transformer-based system architectures and their training procedures are complex, and they can only be classified into open or closed at the price of severe information loss. Secondly, some systems are open in name only. Ubiquity and free availability are not equal to openness and transparency [5, 9, 21]. For instance, over the past few years, many research teams have relied on OpenAI’s popular davinci text generation models only to find them deprecated, jeopardising the reproducibility of large amounts of scientific work [43]. The third challenge is a growing number of models that are open in weights only, where model weights are made available under an open licence yet most other aspects of how the system was built are kept under wraps. This practice of open-washing has the effect of compromising professional standards in software and technology development, moving the field away from core tenets of the open source movement like reverse-engineerability and full transparency.

These challenges are compounded by impending legislation. In 2024, the AI landscape will be shaken up by the EU’s AI Act, the world’s first comprehensive AI law, with a projected impact on science and society comparable to GDPR [48]. Fostering open source driven innovation is one of the aims of this legislation. This means it will be putting legal weight on the term “open source” [48], creating only stronger incentives for lobbying operations driven by corporate interests to water down its definition. The latest version of the EU AI Act features what may turn into an alarming exemption: it allows models released under open licences to forego detailed disclosure of training data and fine-tuning methods, while outsourcing the definition of what is open to a (yet to be established) EU AI Office [27]. This makes clarity about the meaning of open source all the more urgent.

Our goal in this paper is to make a number of critical and constructive contributions. We discuss evidence of open-washing and the deleterious effects it has on the open technology landscape; review current strategies to redefining the notion of open source in
light of the EU AI Act; and propose that the most fruitful conceptions of openness in generative AI must be composite (recognizing that AI systems are made of many moving parts) and gradient (recognizing that openness is not a simple binary property). A survey of 40 large language models and 6 text-to-image models reveals the most important trends in current open generative AI and shows how evidence-based openness assessment can work in practice.

1.1 Open source in the context of the EU AI Act

The EU AI Act [44] will impose on general purpose AI providers a number of potentially burdensome requirements, including going through a conformity assessment, providing human oversight, and providing technical documentation that includes detailed information on system architecture, training datasets, provenance and curation (Annex IV in [44]). This is a major improvement over the current regulatory landscape, where models have been allowed to proliferate under the murkiest of legal conditions and with little to no regulatory oversight [7, 49].

A special feature of the EU AI Act is the importance it accords to open source. In view of the notion that open models can contribute to research and innovation, the EU AI Act provides a number of exemptions for such models, meaning that at least some of the burdensome requirements mentioned above can be escaped by attaining open source status. Key passages in this regard appear in section §60 of the latest iteration:

- “Software and data, including models, released under a free and open-source licence that allows them to be openly shared and where users can freely access, use, modify and redistribute them or modified versions thereof, can contribute to research and innovation in the market and can provide significant growth opportunities for the Union economy.” (§60f)
- “[models released under a free and open-source licence] “should be subject to exceptions as regards the transparency-related requirements imposed on general purpose AI models.” (§60f)

What exactly are these exceptions? Under the latest version of the Act, providers of AI models “under a free and open licence” are exempted from the requirement to “draw up and keep up-to-date the technical documentation of the model, including its training and testing process and the results of its evaluation, which shall contain, at a minimum, the elements set out in Annex IXa” (Article 52c:1a). Instead, they would face a much vaguer requirement to “draw up and make publicly available a sufficiently detailed summary about the content used for training of the general-purpose AI model according to a template provided by the AI Office” (Article 52c:1d).

If this exemption or one like it stays in place, it will have two important effects: (i) attaining open source status becomes highly attractive to any generative AI provider, as it provides a way to escape some of the most onerous requirements of technical documentation and the attendant scientific and legal scrutiny; (ii) an as-yet unspecified template (and the AI Office managing it) will become the focus of intense lobbying efforts from multiple stakeholders (e.g., [12]). Figuring out what constitutes a “sufficiently detailed summary” will literally become a million dollar question.

While minor adjustments may still be made, it is clear that any decisions to be made here, both in the EU AI Act and in the requirements and templates for technical documentation surrounding it, will be hugely consequential for the open technology landscape. We are not the first to note this. Legal scholar Kate Downing has described the current version of the EU AI Act as “choose your own adventure” [15] when it comes to openness. The most important gap appears to be that there is very little reference to training datasets. Indeed, sociologist and open policy advocate Alek Tarkowski has warned that the current EU AI Act “fails to set meaningful dataset transparency standards” [56].

In sum, with the enshrinement of open source in the AI Act, the term “open source” comes to carry unprecedented legal weight. Can it bear this weight? In what follows, we briefly review how the open source community has been responding to these developments.

1.2 The moving target of open source AI

Until recently, classifications of software as open source could simply rely on the availability of source code under appropriate licensing: if some software is released under a licence approved by the Open Source Initiative (OSI), it means that it is fully open and minimally restrictive [45]. For software that is relatively portable and user-deployable, this was long sufficient, and it afforded users the rights to make copies, to tinker and, and to make improvements. However, the rise of large language models and text-to-image generators means that a different approach is needed [47].

There are various efforts underway to update and tailor the definition of open source to current generative AI systems. One is a public consultation dubbed the “Open Source AI Deep Dive” that the OSI board may draw on in their efforts to update their definition of open source in the age of generative AI. Another is the “Joint Statement on AI Safety and Openness” by parties including Creative Commons, Mozilla, LAION and Open Future. The challenge that these efforts face is to adopt the notion of open source, which used to be fairly unambiguous, to the increasingly complex world of generative AI systems [34].

The sheer amount of training data, the architectural complexity, and the many moving parts make full openness a tall order for generative AI [53]. The compute needed for training comes with costs that are within reach of none but a handful of larger corporations or government entities [1]. Human labour can be involved at multiple points, from reinforcement learning datasets to crowd-sourced ratings. Comprehensive documentation of such complex systems requires serious effort [20]. And opening up data and training pipelines might pose not only a commercial risk but also lead to legal exposure. Naturally, many actors in the field opt to err on the side of caution and only disclose elements of their system as required [4].

Against this backdrop of a rapidly-evolving technological and regulatory landscape, the very notion of open source AI is a moving target. While current efforts to arrive at a new open source definition for AI are useful, we observe they are strongly focused on the question of licensing. This makes sense: the OSI has been very successful in shepherding the notion of open source licences. However,

1https://opensource.org/deepdive
2https://open.mozilla.org/letter/
if everything hinges on licensing, what is to stop model providers from releasing the most inscrutable portion of their system (say, model weights) under an OSI-approved licence and collect open source benefits? This stands to be a major avenue for open-washing.

There is nothing imaginary about this. For one, we are already seeing a strong trend towards selective and self-serving forms of openness, both in release strategies and in empirical surveys of model openness ([32, 53, 60], and see below). Also, other sectors offer well-known precedents of such dynamics. Take fair trade coffee. The international fair trade movement started as a grassroots effort that directly empowered local farmers and waged labourers by giving them fairer terms in global commodity markets. Within a decade, it was adopted by multinationals like Starbucks and Nestlé, who turned it into an efficient marketing tool: green-washing at work. Sociological research has established that this resulted in these multinationals effectively co-opting the notion of fair trade. This work provides an important lesson on the playbook of corporate lobbies: “co-optation … occurs primarily on the terrain of standards, in the form of weakening or dilution” [26].

We conclude that if open licensing becomes the sole deciding factor for model openness, the open source community faces the risk that community standards will be co-opted and diluted just as Starbucks and Nestlé have co-opted and diluted the notion of fair trade in coffee. Open licensing could become an empty gesture.

1.3 Open-washing and the release-by-blogpost model

Companies operating in the generative AI space currently appear to be converging on a strategy known as open-washing [60]: collect brownie points for openness without disclosing critical information of training and tuning procedures, thereby largely escaping the scientific scrutiny and legal exposure that would come with full openness.

A key sign of open-washing is the growth of what we call a ‘release by blogpost’ strategy. The bulk of open generative AI models released in the past year were first made public in a blogpost or press release touting their openness. For instance, TII’s Falcon 70B was introduced as the “top-ranked open-source AI model”⁶, StabiIityAI’s Stable Beluga as “open access”⁵, Mistral proclaims “we have the best open source models”⁶, 01.ai’s Yi 34B Chat claims to be the “next generation of open-source and bilinglual LLMs”⁷, and Alibaba claimed “we opensource our Qwen series”⁸. Probably the strongest claims to the label open source (if not its content) come from Meta and its Llama 2 and Llama 3 models. The corporate blogposts that introduced Llama made the following claims:⁹

• “Today, we’re introducing the availability of Llama 2, the next generation of our open source large language model.” (Llama 2)

• “Meta has put exploratory research, open source, and collaboration with academic and industry partners at the heart of our AI efforts for over a decade.” (Llama 2)

Arguably, companies can announce and market their products however they want. And when they do, they show their hand. In this case, we can conclude that Meta and other companies in this space see a particular benefit in putting a claim on the term open source. We will see below why this may be.

Alongside claims of openness, the release-by-blogpost model typically features some nicely laid out tables that compare the model to a selection of its competitors on a selection of scientific benchmarks like MMLU, HUmanEval, TruthQA and the like. These evaluation tables, clearly modelled after NLP’s coveted SOTA tables [10], allow releases to retain the veneer of scientific work while at the same time avoiding the fine-grained accounting and the scrutiny of peer review that comes with actual scientific publication. These tables also offer ample degrees of freedom for cherry-picking, enabling model providers to present their products in the best light possible. Without technical documentation and peer review, the release-by-blogpost model is little more than pseudoscience.

When generative AI follows the release-by-blogpost model, it is reaping the benefits of mimicking scientific communication—including associations of reproducibility and rigour [21, 23]—without actually doing the work. And when generative AI co-opts the term open source, it is reaping the benefits of libre culture—including associations of transparency and associated freedoms [45, 60]—without actually contributing to the commons. This is how open-washing works. There is ample evidence that as a communication strategy, open-washing is highly effective. The launches of Llama 2 and Llama 3 were greeted with considerable excitement in mainstream media outlets, almost without exception uncritically echoing the open source claim as a major selling point. For instance, a Wired headline of April 2024 claims, “Meta’s Open Source Llama 3 Is Already Nipping at OpenAI’s Heels” and Fortune wrote, “Meta releases its new Llama 3 open-source AI model. Is it enough to keep Meta at the front of the pack?”¹¹

The consequences of open-washing are considerable and affect multiple stakeholders. Open-washing stands in the way of innovation, because if large corporations can derive benefits from the trappings of open source without doing the requisite work, this sucks up the oxygen in the open source ecosystem, making it less attractive for smaller entities to find funding for truly open projects [1]. Open-washing is also bad for research, because it means that researchers can no longer count on being able to tinker with models and architectures even if they are advertised as open source [54]. And open-washing is bad for the public understanding of AI, because it creates artefacts designed to impress without providing people with the resources to reach a deeper understanding of the technology [39].

Open-washing is related to the notion of audit-washing [19]: the risks posed by poorly designed auditing procedures. As Goodman and Tréhu note, “Audits without clear standards provide false

---

⁶falconllm.tii.ac/falcon.html
⁷stability.ai/news/stable-beluga-large-instruction-fine-tuned-models
⁸mistral.ai/technology/
⁹01.ai
¹⁰alibabacloud.com/en/solutions/generative-ai/qwen
¹¹ai.meta.com/blog/lama-2, ai.meta.com/blog/meta-lama-3
¹²fortune.com/2024/04/18/meta-ai/lama-3-open-source-ai-increasing-competition
assurance of compliance” (p. 3). As current and impending regulation increasingly puts legal weight on the notion of open source generative AI, the spectre of false assurance looms large.

Our main goal in what follows is to propose a conception of openness that can serve the EU AI Act’s goal to foster research and innovation, that can help to specify what makes a sufficiently detailed summary, and that can provide key building blocks for a model openness template.

2 OPENNESS ASSESSMENT IN ACTION: A COMPOSITE AND GRADIENT APPROACH

If open source is given legal weight under the EU AI Act (§1.1), its definition is a moving target (§1.2), and open-washing is a rising challenge (§1.3), what would be the best way to carry out openness assessment? We maintain that given the complexity of generative AI, the most productive approaches will see openness as composite and graded. Composite, because it is made up of multiple elements, each of which can be assessed. Graded, because each element itself can be realised with different degrees of openness, and it is no longer feasible to maintain a simple open/closed binary.

The composite and gradient nature of openness can be grounded directly in prior work on openness and accountability in AI systems [29, 37, 42, 58]. Practical approaches to implement such ideas typically revolve around the systematic collection and curation of data on various aspects of systems [2, 28, 46]. Important constituent elements are the notions of data sheets [18, 23, 38], model cards [40], and system cards [22]: frameworks that can help structure the systematic presentation of metadata about models and systems and that feed into auditing procedures [37]. The multi-faceted nature of openness is also seen in initiatives that aim to codify transparency from upstream resources to downstream uses [8] and in a proposal like the Linux Foundation’s model openness framework [59], which shows many likenesses to the dimensions we use here and introduced in [32]. The necessarily gradient nature of openness is seen in release methods, where prior work has pointed out tradeoffs between full openness and risk mitigation [16, 53].

Here we use and extend a framework for model openness and transparency that has been tried and tested since July 2023 in an openness leaderboard that tracks degrees of openness for a growing number of generative AI models. The auditing procedure is itself documented in greater detail by Bloom [61], while for Llama access is restricted through a consent form. The training data for instruction tuning (RL data) is described and documented by Bloom as consisting of xP3 (Crosslingual Public Pool of Prompts); for Llama, the corporate preprint notes that fine-tuning was done based on “a large dataset of over 1 million binary comparisons based on humans applying our specified guidelines, which we refer to as Meta reward modeling data”, and which remains undisclosed. (The same preprint mentions that for evaluation, Meta did build on several RLLH datasets openly shared by others.) Model weights for the instruction-tuned version (RL weights) are made openly available by BloomZ, while for Llama they require an access request.

Documentation. The BloomZ project code is well-documented and actively maintained, while for Llama 2 no documentation of source code is available as the source code itself is not open. The architecture is described for BloomZ in multiple scientific papers and supported by a github repository of code and recipes on HuggingFace; for Llama, the architecture is described in less detail and scattered across corporate websites and a preprint.

BloomZ’s multiple preprints document data curation and fine-tuning [50, 61] in great detail; in contrast, Llama’s single preprint offers fewer details and appears strategically vague on crucial details (for instance, training datasets and instruction tuning). The scientific documentation of BloomZ also includes multiple peer-reviewed papers, from a scientific description of the multitask fine-tuning procedures [41] to an estimation of the carbon footprint [36] — currently one of the very few scientifically vetted sources of data on the energy footprint of training large language models. No peer-reviewed papers providing scientific documentation or evaluation of Llama are known currently.

2.1 Key elements of an openness matrix: a demonstration using BloomZ and Llama

Ultimately assessment must be evidence-based, and a key question therefore is what the building blocks of openness assessment should be.

We provide a matrix of relevant dimensions of openness in generative AI, each grounded in evidence-based judgements of degrees of openness. The dozen or so dimensions we have identified here along with three levels of openness (open, partial, closed) provide a sufficient level of detail to provide well-informed, high quality, systematic judgements of openness in generative AI.

Here we provide a quick walkthrough of all features by means of a comparison of two systems that are both billed as open source: BloomZ (Bloom for short), introduced by the BigScience Workshop team in May 2023 as an open source chat LLM [61], and Llama 2 (Llama), introduced by Meta as “the next generation of our open source large language model” as we saw above. As we will show, our method provides a way to form a nuanced and evidence-based judgement of the truth value of this claim (Figure 1).

Availability. When it comes to open code, we find that BloomZ makes available source code for training, fine-tuning and running the model, while for Llama none of the model’s source code is made available, only scripts for running the model are shared. The LLM data that was used to train the base model is documented in great detail by Bloom [61], while for Llama only the vaguest details are provided in a corporate preprint: “a new mix of data from publicly available sources, which does not include data from Meta’s products or services” [57]. The statement is clearly designed to minimise legal exposure. Both systems make the LLM weights of the base model available, though for Llama access is restricted through a consent form. The training data for instruction tuning (RL data) is described and documented by Bloom as consisting of xP3 (Crosslingual Public Pool of Prompts); for Llama, the corporate preprint notes that fine-tuning was done based on “a large dataset of over 1 million binary comparisons based on humans applying our specified guidelines, which we refer to as Meta reward modeling data”, and which remains undisclosed. (The same preprint mentions that for evaluation, Meta did build on several RLLH datasets openly shared by others.) Model weights for the instruction-tuned version (RL weights) are made openly available by BloomZ, while for Llama they require an access request.

Documentation. The BloomZ project code is well-documented and actively maintained, while for Llama 2 no documentation of source code is available as the source code itself is not open. The architecture is described for BloomZ in multiple scientific papers and supported by a github repository of code and recipes on HuggingFace; for Llama, the architecture is described in less detail and scattered across corporate websites and a preprint.

BloomZ’s multiple preprints document data curation and fine-tuning [50, 61] in great detail; in contrast, Llama’s single preprint offers fewer details and appears strategically vague on crucial details (for instance, training datasets and instruction tuning). The scientific documentation of BloomZ also includes multiple peer-reviewed papers, from a scientific description of the multitask fine-tuning procedures [41] to an estimation of the carbon footprint [36] — currently one of the very few scientifically vetted sources of data on the energy footprint of training large language models. No peer-reviewed papers providing scientific documentation or evaluation of Llama are known currently.

3 Llama 3, which was released by blogpost in April 2024, is included in the overview below and is no different from Llama 2 in terms of openness.
BloomZ also released model cards that describe the architecture and evaluation results with extensive cross-references to other documentation on training data, training approach, model architecture, fine-tuning and responsible use. In contrast, the Llama model card only provides minimum detail and none whatsoever on training data. A data sheet is only available for BloomZ. This means that for Llama, there is no documentation of training datasets whatsoever — a prime example of a strategy described by Birhane et al. as a tactical template of “(non)declaring the training dataset information” [4].

**Access and licensing.** Neither BloomZ nor Llama distribute models as software packages via indexed and version controlled public code repositories such as pypi. Instead, both are primarily intended for local deployment. BloomZ is available through the Petals API, while for Llama an API is only available behind a privacy-defying signup form. Finally, the models also differ in terms of licensing. BloomZ has two relevant licences. Its source code is Apache 2.0, an OSI-approved open source licence, while the model weights are released under the Responsible AI Licence (RAIL) [13]. Llama 2 is released under Meta’s own Community Licence. Both licences aim to restrict harmful use cases, but there is a key difference in how they implement how model outputs are to be represented. RAIL stipulates that a user may not “generate content without expressly and intelligibly disclaiming that the text is machine-generated”, while Llama stipulates that a user may not “represent that Llama 2 outputs are human-generated” — a much lower bar, because it leaves open a wide swathe of use cases where there may not be the explicit claim of human-generated output, but merely a strong implication.

This walkthrough shows that drilling into the details of generative AI systems using the dimensions of openness of our framework makes critical differences visible. Only BloomZ can substantially claim open source status, while Meta’s Llama is at best open weights, and is closed in almost all other aspects. Llama, in all currently available versions, is a prime example of a model that claims openness benefits by merely providing access to its most inscrutable element: model weights.

### 2.2 The current open generative AI landscape

With a first view of the framework in hand we can extend our survey to a larger sample of generative AI systems. We focus on models that bill themselves as open, aiming to include well-known players but also small models and work by smaller teams or organisations, some of which make up for their lack in size and model performance with high standards of openness and transparency. Every single openness judgement is directly linked to publicly available evidence, and all data points are available in a versioned data repository.

Therefore we only focus on describing the most important findings and trends.

#### 2.2.1 Text generators: evading training data disclosure and scientific scrutiny.

Our survey yields 40 text generators that are described as “open source” or “open”. We examine each system for openness using the assessment framework and rank the systems by openness score. As a reference, we also add ChatGPT. The result is an overview of the current state of openness in text generators (Figure 2).

We observe two broad ways of working. One is the broad open source approach seen in systems like AllenAI’s OLMo Instruct [20], BloomZ [61] and LLM360’s AmberChat [33], which are approaching full openness status and top the openness leaderboard. The organisations behind these systems have gone to great lengths to make training data, code, training pipelines, and documentation available.

We also find a large number of systems (roughly the bottom third) that make only model weights available but share little to no detail about other parts of their system. These systems are best called open weight rather than open source. Compared to the closed baseline of OpenAI’s ChatGPT, some of these systems are barely more open. It is noteworthy that all of the big commercial players —Meta, Google, Cohere, Microsoft and Mistral— are occupying the lower ranks, as are many alternatives that build on them.

We conclude that the current state of openness in text generators is mixed. A few very open systems exist, but the most well-known models are open weights only. Many systems share little information about instruction tuning steps or metaprompting techniques. Datasets and methods for training and fine-tuning are rarely shared or disclosed. System, data and code documentation is often incomplete and lacks academic rigour. Peer-reviewed papers seem to have almost completely fallen out of fashion and are increasingly replaced by blogposts with cherry-picked examples or corporate preprints with minimal detail. If there are technical reports, they tend to focus on performance evaluation at the expense of documenting system architecture and training data.

The lack of openness about training data is particularly worrying. Most models in the bottom half do not provide any details about datasets beyond very generic descriptors obviously designed to evade legal scrutiny.

#### 2.2.2 Text-to-image generators: mostly closed.

In the same fashion, we assess 6 text-to-image generators (Figure 3). Again, we add OpenAI’s DALL-E models as a closed reference. Overall, the survey yields far fewer systems in comparison to text generators. A possible reason for this might be that relatively few image datasets are available. Text-to-image generators also differ in terms of their machine learning architecture. For instance, image generators do
Figure 2: Openness of 40 text generators described as open, with OpenAI’s ChatGPT (bottom) as closed reference point. Every cell records a three-level openness judgement (√ open, ∼ partial or ✗ closed). The table is sorted by cumulative openness, where √ is 1, ∼ is 0.5 and ✗ is 0 points. RL may refer to RLHF or other forms of fine-tuning aimed at fostering instruction-following behaviour. For the latest updates see: https://opening-up-chatgpt.github.io
not generally implement instruction-tuning, a key component of text generators.

Most relevant for evidence-based openness assessment are the ways in which text-to-image generators implement ways of tracking provenance of synthetic imagery and set up guardrails against creating undesired content. Some systems use watermarking to enable a form of provenance tracking. For moderation, text-to-image systems commonly rely on forms of prompt moderation, often text filtering or classification. The status of such provenance and safety measures is not always documented, and this is what the openness judgements seek to capture. (Thus, a model may implement prompt moderation but also document it; in that case, it counts as open for that dimension. In contrast, when a model may or may not watermark its output, and does not disclose this either way, it counts against openness.) The respective dimensions of the assessment framework have been adjusted accordingly.

One system stands out when it comes to openness, transparency and documentation: Stable Diffusion by Stability AI, Runway and the Computer Vision and Learning Group at Ludwig Maximilians Universität Munich, Germany. Some of the other assessed systems build on or fine-tune the various models of Stable Diffusion. Some other systems are open-weight only. Open AI’s DALL-E is completely closed.

This means that those interested in text-to-image generators face a relatively clear choice where to look for a very open alternative to proprietary and closed products. It also means that only Stable Diffusion has been open to scrutiny from scientists, regulators and the general public. This has enabled auditing of the underlying datasets, which has revealed legal challenges [49] and deeply problematic content [4, 5].

### 2.3 Turning evidence-based assessments into openness scores or labels

A key goal of our work is to provide flexible ways for the evidence-based assessment of openness. While the focus is on evidence-based expert judgements of degrees of openness supported by public documentation, the resulting fine-grained data must sometimes be translated into more reductive scores, labels, or classifications.

There are multiple ways to turn fine-grained openness assessments into metrics of openness that support classification or comparison (Figure 4). One is to assign weights to openness classes and to derive, based on this, a cumulative openness score (Figure 4, panel 2). This would be a gradient measure of openness. For simplicity and transparency, here we have picked weights of 1 (open), 0.5 (partial) and 0 (closed) and we have weighted all dimensions equally. Different choices are possible. For instance, in situations where it is important to know exactly what is in the training data or how the instruction-tuning was carried out, these dimensions might be weighted more heavily, penalising models that are less open.

From such a gradient measure, further classifications can be derived. One would be to divide the continuum into separate categories, comparable to the EU energy label system (Figure 4, panel 3). Here too, the simplest approach would be to divide up the space evenly, but different weightings could be used to discretise the space in ways that are more fitting to particular purposes. A third, closely related approach would be to reduce the continuum to a simple dichotomous classification of models into open versus closed (Figure 4, panel 4). The figure makes visible how this cannot be anything else than a gross oversimplification: a dense multidimensional field of openness measures is reduced to a simple binary classification.

Separate from these approaches is a fourth method, increasingly popular but even more reductive (Figure 4, panel 5). This is to single out only a single measure and base an openness classification on that. This is in effect what a focus on open weight models or on open licences accomplishes. If we are satisfied with calling such systems open, we are discarding many relevant dimensions and degrees of openness just to arrive at a single binary classification. What can also be seen is how privileging one such measure may distort the overall picture: there are many open weight models currently, and so focusing on this one dimension makes it seem as if almost half of all text generators are open. By contrast, if we were to focus on the all-important instruction-tuning, by many accounts the secret sauce of chat LLMs, there would be only a handful of models that offer the requisite openness.

We take time to discuss these ways of turning rich openness assessments into reductive metrics because it is important to be aware of the distorting effects of metrics [55]. Metrics can be gamed; indeed important parts of present-day NLP and machine learning could be described as finding clever ways of gaming metrics, whether automated or human [10]. This figure therefore offers both a manual for lobbyists and the means to counter them. It can be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
<th>Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stable Diffusion</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Floyd</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invoke AI</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayon / DALL-E Mini</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dream Shaper</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Journey</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALL-E /2 /3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Overview of 6 text-to-image systems described as open, with OpenAI’s DALL-E as a reference point. Every cell records a three-level openness judgement (√ open, ~ partial or X closed). The table is sorted by cumulative openness, where √ is 1, ~ is 0.5 and X is 0 points.
predicted that corporate interests will argue for the easiest-to-attain openness dimensions to weigh most heavily — indeed this is likely one of the reasons behind the ‘open weight branded as-open source’ approach of companies like Meta and Mistral, and behind lobbying attempts to favour simple licence-based decisions. At the same time, knowing this, regulatory entities can make informed decisions on which forms of openness should count.

3 DISCUSSION

Openness is one of the key features that enables transparency and accountability. For present-day generative AI systems, it is not an all-or-nothing feature; rather, it is best conceived as a composite and gradient notion [53]. The place of a system on this gradient is determined by the relative openness of its constituent elements. We have formulated the key elements of a framework that conceptualises AI openness in such a gradient and composite way. When properly implemented, such a framework can safeguard against open-washing by enabling public scrutiny.

Surveying the field of generative AI, we have identified some broad trends. While a first crop of text generators — including BloomZ and OpenAssistant — clearly aimed at meaningful degrees of openness, soon enough large corporate players started releasing systems billed as open source while they were in fact at best open weight, significantly diluting the term [60]. Two influential companies in this domain, Meta and Mistral, have collectively dragged the average level of openness down significantly through the ubiquity of their model weights. We find that some smaller players have dropped the development of their own models and now simply plug-and-play Meta or Mistral models, inheriting these systems’ lack of transparency about training data and architecture of the model. More worryingly, we might even be seeing a general downturn in efforts to build truly open alternatives to merely open weight systems: well-funded corporate heavyweights are taking oxygen out of the room for smaller organisations that operate with higher professional and ethical standards.

Our survey also brings to light a difference in licensing trends between text generators and text-to-image generators. Whereas the latter often are released under a Responsible AI Licence, restricting harmful uses and adding one more layer of safety and accountability, the most common licences for text generators are classic open source licences like Apache 2.0, presenting no restrictions on use of the technology. It seems makers of text-to-image models have been more aware of harmful uses and legal exposure that may result from use of their models, while makers of text generators seem less concerned about harmful applications. Perhaps this is because for image generators, open datasets like LAION have enabled serious auditing. Such audits have revealed the presence of misogyny, pornography and harmful stereotypes [5, 6] and may have made makers of such models more aware of the harmful uses to which their systems can be put. Another possible reason is that copyright violations in images are easier to pinpoint and prosecute in the legal system [52].

We also want to highlight the meaningful contributions by smaller players and non-corporate entities. In fact, these hidden champions of the generative AI world are where progress towards more open systems is most likely. Sidestepping the toxicity of performance benchmarks and a bigger-is-always-better logic, these small but open models can be just as useful for many end users. Ordinary use cases often do not require the latest gargantuan models [51]. Just like your Ferrari is better left in the garage when you go grocery shopping around town. By publishing our framework as a community platform, we aim to enhance visibility of these small but well-built alternatives. What some systems lack in performance, they make up for in openness and transparency — and this should be rewarded.
Our framework provides a way to surface fine-grained information on openness and transparency. This information can empower regulatory bodies, institutions and the general public to make informed choices for or against deployment of Generative AI. The fully open and community-based nature of our method is one of the things distinguishing it from some other recent initiatives in this space. One is a transparency index released as a preprint [8] and widely publicised Ivy League press release that uses a wide range of indicators and methods, including interviews, but which does not open up individual data points for scrutiny or contestation.\textsuperscript{15} Another is a model openness framework that converges on many of the same dimensions as our work [59], and which proposes to embed openness descriptions in model releases themselves.

### 3.1 Rethinking open source AI risks

Open source AI risks and opportunities are increasingly being studied in the generative AI landscape [16]. Corporate entities in this space have hand-waved at “AI Safety” as a reason to keep system specifications under wraps [43], but this appears mostly a thinly disguised attempt to obscure the clear and present harms such models already pose [17] while minimising the considerable legal and regulatory exposure that would come with disclosing details about training data [35, 49].

Discourse about appropriate levels of openness has been prone to equate ‘open source’ with two rhetorical extremes: (i) radical openness, which would mean literally sharing every single model component and training dataset, and (ii) homeopathic openness, which is openness diluted beyond recognition, for instance by sharing only model weights. Many corporate players, moving aside the first of these as unrealistic, propose that therefore the second, diluted sense is the only acceptable. But this is not the case.

Between radical openness and homeopathic openness lies meaningful openness. Openness comes in degrees, and regulation should be designed to foster meaningful forms of openness. A composite notion of openness can also provide the building blocks that can cater to specific use cases — be it a radically open system for use in research and education, or more privacy-oriented ones with privacy-enhancing techniques in place.

There is a case to be made that open systems that disclose training and fine-tuning data are safer because of the possibility of public scrutiny and professional auditing. It is true openness is of this kind, and not just open weight models, that can speed up innovation and afford inclusion and diversity [20, 61].

The EU AI Act and other future regulation should incentivise and regulate data disclosure for generative AI so that it is safer and more auditable, and so that everyone can benefit from a better understanding of how to build and how to do research on this technology.

### 3.2 Limitations

Generalising the framework. While the framework is in principle applicable to the full range of generative AI, we did not identify systems other than text and text-to-image generators that bill themselves as open source. However, as the field of generative AI is fast growing, this is bound to change in the coming years. We did identify a range of recent hybrid systems that combine text and text-to-image generation in one system, such as DeepFloyd by Stability AI, Open AI’s GPT-4 or Google’s Gemini model family. As these multimodal models rise in numbers and popularity, their assessment may require additional adjustments to the dimensions of openness laid out so far. Assessing other media types using the framework may require domain-specific dimensions and decisions, just as we found for text versus text-to-image.

Importantly, the overall framework is designed so that the bulk of the features are applicable to any generative AI system. Most generally, the broad areas of 
availability, documentation, and access and licensing should probably feature in any well-informed assessment of openness and accountability [11]. More specifically, many of the constituent features, from datasets to scientific documentation, are of general relevance to the question of how to define open in the context of AI and machine learning. This means that the framework is flexible enough to serve as a blueprint for the implementation of living guidelines [7] or for the formulation of templates such as those to be developed by the EU AI Office.

**Training dataset assessment is complex.** Our survey stays relatively superficial when it comes to assessing exactly how open the training data of a system is. This is due to three factors. Even the most open models we surveyed only describe what data was used instead of directly sharing it (sometimes due to licensing restrictions). But such descriptions of training data often only provide superficial detail of preprocessing steps and how exactly the data was fed into model training pipelines. This lack of documentation detail is further complicated by the sheer size of the training data that some systems are trained on, which are often combined and edited in ways that make it hard to retrace how data was used (sometimes in the service of privacy enhancing techniques). But probably the most serious complicating factor arises from the complexities of how some larger models are trained. Models can feature a simple training pipeline, but can also employ complex training procedures such as distributed or incremental training techniques (e.g. federated learning, batch learning or online learning), sometimes even using data acquired from user interactions. In sum, such challenges make it hard to assess training data openness well: we are only scraping the surface here.

Some data requires closed-door assessment. Full openness can be harmful, and in some instances assessment should take place behind closed doors. For instance, in the case of dealing with datasets that contain CSAM material, the release of data prior to assessment in the name of openness would pose a clear risk [4, 31]. But this should not mean that organisations that release production-ready systems are relieved from the requirements of full data disclosure by hand-waving to safety concerns. Especially when the systems are advertised as open source.

### 4 CONCLUSION

The EU AI Act is at risk of tying itself to a moving target: a licence-based definition of ‘open source AI’ that itself is evolving. A licence and its definition forms a single pressure point that will be targeted by corporate lobbies and big companies. The way to subvert this risk is to use a composite and gradient approach to openness. That makes it possible to cut through the knot of competing stakes and actors trying to influence the definition of open source AI, and to

\textsuperscript{15}https://github.com/stanford-crfm/fmti
arrive at meaningful, evidence-based, multidimensional openness judgements. Such judgments can be used for individual models by potential users to make informed decisions for or against deployment of a particular architecture or model. They can also be used cumulatively to derive overall openness scores, and more reductively to classify systems into shades of openness or to define an openness cutoff for regulatory purposes.

Datasets represent the area that is most lagging behind in openness. Despite the challenges of openly sharing all data, we think full disclosure is where a key to meaningful openness lies. Work on AI safety and reproducibility has long pointed out the crucial importance of training data for understanding model performance, ensuring reproducibility, and assessing legal exposure [2, 25, 29, 46, 58].

Full openness is not always the solution: after all, even fully open systems can do harm and may be legally questionable. However, open is better than closed in most cases, and knowing what is open and how open it is can help everyone make better decisions. Openness is important for risk analysis (the public needs to know); for auditability (assessors need to know); for scientific reproducibility (scientists need to know); and for legal liability (end users need to know).

Our survey has offered a first glimpse at the detrimental effects of open-washing by companies looking to evade scientific, regulatory and legal scrutiny. And our framework hopefully offers the tools to counter it and to contribute to a healthy and transparent technology ecosystem in which the makers of models and systems can be held accountable, and users can make informed decisions.
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We propose to assess generative AI systems by collecting evidence-based judgements on relevant dimensions of openness. For each dimension, we distinguish three levels: open (☐), partial (☒) or closed (☐). Here we describe and define all 14 dimensions of openness. Currently, two variations of the framework exist that are tailored to the specific needs to assess text and text-to-image generators respectively.16

Method. We conduct a web search to identify text generators that use the term open source or market or advertise their system as open source. For each system, we examine the information provided by the makers regarding information about training data, training pipelines, models, weights, documentation, and user access methods provided by the publisher or maintainer of the system. No third-party information was used.

Assessment procedure. Given all available information, we assess each system on each openness dimension. The dimensions are designed to provide a comprehensive overview of how much detail is provided regarding the training data, model training pipelines and fine-tuning regimes of the model (availability); how well aspects of the architecture, training and evaluation are documented (documentation), and how users can access system either as an end user or as a person interested to learn about the system itself (user access). Using the definitions for each dimension of openness in section 2, we set up a two-step, evidence-based assessment procedure with contributor and reviewer roles using an open data repository. For each dimension, anyone can submit judgements (open/partial/closed) alongside evidence that backs up the claim. Typically evidence is provided in form of a link to the official documentation, a system, a preprint, or source code. Each contribution is reviewed by a domain expert before it is published in the assessment outcome, the system under scrutiny.

A.1 Availability of training data and weights

The first part of the assessment procedure focuses on the model(s) that are used in currently popular text generators that employ large language models combined with instruction tuning techniques (LLM+RLHF). This includes all training data of all model training, instruction tuning, and/or fine-tuning steps as well as model weights of all components (typically the weights of the base model and the weights of the final tuned model).

A.1.1 Open code. In the classic sense of open source, we ask: is the source code of the model and training pipeline available? Can all source code for training data processing and model training be inspected?

- System is closed source code.
- Some source code is open.
- System source code openly available and fully openly available for inspection.

A.2 Base LLM data. Are all training datasets of the base model training available for inspection?

- Training data of base large language models (LLM) is not open for inspection.
- Some of the training data of the large language models (LLM) is open for inspection.
The training data of all large language models (LLM) is fully open for inspection.

A.1.3 Base LLM weights. Are the language model weights (of the production-ready model) openly available?
- LLM weights are not shared and model training procedure is not open for inspection.
- LLM weights are not fully shared or model training procedure is not fully open for inspection.
- LLM weights are shared and model training procedure is fully open for inspection.

A.1.4 Instruction tuning data. Inspect the instruction tuning component (and any additional fine-tuning steps) of the model: Are all datasets used in the instruct tuning component (e.g. reinforcement learning from human feedback) of the system available for inspection?
- Training data of all instruction-tuning components is not open for inspection.
- Some of the training data of all instruction-tuning components is open for inspection.
- Training data of all instruction-tuning components is open for inspection.

A.1.5 Instruction tuning weights. Is the instruction-tuned (or final fine-tuned) model available for inspection (after all training steps have been completed)?
- The instruction-tuned model weights are not open for inspection.
- The instruction-tuned model weights are open for limited inspection.
- The instruction-tuned model weights are fully open for inspection.

A.2 Documentation and transparency
The assessment category assessed the degree to which systems are documented in terms of professional code documentation (of model training, tuning steps), hardware requirements, and model performance and safety evaluation.

A.2.1 Code. This feature considers the level of documentation of the code. Distinct from the mere availability of code, here we ask whether the code base is documented in sufficient detail to allow replication, extension, or modification.
- Code documentation not available.
- Some components of the project feature code documentation.
- All components of the project feature a comprehensive code documentation.

A.2.2 Architecture. Here we look at the documentation of the actual architecture of the system. This includes everything from hardware requirements, to information how the model was trained, tuned and evaluated (e.g. for performance, latency/speed, energy consumption and environmental impact).
- System architecture and model training setup are not documented.
- System architecture and model training setup is partially documented.
- System architecture and model training setup is fully documented.

A.2.3 Preprint. Is an overview of the publication available in the form of a durable publication (including a DOI/ISBN)? Common formats are ArXiv preprints.
- No archived preprint(s) available.
- Archived preprint(s) that detail parts of the system are available.
- Archived preprint(s) are available that cover all parts of the system.

A.2.4 Paper. In addition to a mere preprint, has the publication undergone peer-review in an academic publication venue?
- No peer-reviewed paper(s) available.
- Peer-reviewed paper(s) detail parts of the system including base models and tuning components.
- Peer-reviewed paper(s) are available that cover all parts of the system.

A.2.5 Modelcard. Model cards represent the field’s standard for disclosing and documenting key facts about the architecture, training and evaluation of the model [14, 40].
- Model card(s) not available.
- Model card(s) that provide partial insight on model architecture, training, tuning, and evaluation are available.
- Model card(s) are available that provide comprehensive insight on architecture, training, tuning, and evaluation.

A.2.6 Datasheet. Data sheets document key aspects of data collection and curation [18, 38]. They ensure that relevant information about training data is made available in systematic and relatively standardised ways.
- Datasheet(s) are not available.
- Datasheet(s) that provide partial insight on data collection and curation are available.
- Datasheet(s) are available that provide comprehensive insight on data collection and curation are available.

A.3 Access and licensing
The third category covers access methods to the system qua system, covering features like the availability of software packages for local deployment, APIs, and licensing.

A.3.1 Package. Is an indexed software package available via an open software repository or similar durable web interface?
- No indexed software package is available.
- User-oriented code or web-interface is available but not as a versioned, indexed package (e.g. via GitHub).
- A packaged release of fully open source software (e.g. a Python Package Index, Homebrew) is available.

A.3.2 API. Is the model accessible via an API? How is API access managed?
- No API available.
- Commercial or restricted-access user API is available.
- Open API available that provides unrestricted access to the system (apart from security/CDN restrictions).
A.3.3 Licensing. Licensing relates to the licences that apply to systems or their components. Sometimes systems come with multiple licences, in which case coding is based on the most restrictive licence. Two types of licences are desirable: Open Source Initiative (OSI)-approved licences that allow for maximally unrestricted access/shareability and responsible AI licences that aim to regulate harmful uses of the system. For systems deemed ‘minimal risk’ (the lowest risk category) by risk-based regulation frameworks such as the EU AI Act, an OSI licence may be more applicable. For any other systems RAIL licences may be more applicable.

- System is not licenced clearly or does not use OSI or RAIL licences.
- System is only partially covered by an OSI or RAIL licence.
- System is fully covered by an OSI or RAIL licence.

B APPENDIX B: ASSESSMENT OF TEXT-TO-IMAGE MODELS

Unlike text generators, most image generators do not feature an instruction-tuning step as part of the model architecture so the two dimensions related to that (RL data and RL model weights) are replaced by two added features with direct relevance to image generators: watermarking and prompt moderation.

Watermarking. This dimension assessed whether the inclusion of absence of watermarking techniques is specified. We focus on techniques that make images identifiable and trackable as synthetic, often invisible to the human end user. We are not concerned with human-readable watermarks on the image output.

- No information on watermarking available.
- Limited information available.
- Watermarking techniques or the absence thereof are fully documented.

Prompt moderation. Another model output moderation feature are methods to restrict certain types of text prompts that the model can receive, usually using pattern matching techniques and vocabulary lists. To assess this system feature, we look for whether the system specifies whether or not such techniques are employed, and if so, how they work.

- No information available.
- Limited information.
- Sufficient information available.
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